
It allows to make the process of reception of merchandise in an automatic and
innovative way without the need for customer service personnel.

The first self-service module in the country! 

Functions

It measures

Easy 

  An agile and safe process designed for the user

Screen
24" touch screen with
installation base. 

Quickly

 Reliable!

Insurance 

Weighs

Takes pictures

Charges payment

Receives and 
stores the goods

Structure
Scale box + CubiQ
2 thermal printers +
Anti-vandalism keyboard +
24/7 high performance computer
and dataphone

Adittional cameras
DVR + 2 surveillance cameras

Power supply
110 VAC

Technical specifications

Hardware and Peripherals

Accuracy
99% accuracy in 
all the measurements, 
certified by NTEP.

Speed
Measures in 1 second 
and captures data in
1 second

Requirements
installation
Space of 3 meters
with internet
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LET'S TALK!

The PERFECT solution for nationwide shipping 
without contact!

We know that currently people are away from their loved ones and are 
looking for alternatives to be in contact with them. But today, the points 
of sale of many companies are closed by the contingency.

In addition, it has our dimensioning system, capable of measuring objects of any 
form and type, based on artificial intelligence and vision, which will charge the
right amount for the shipment of the goods according to its size and weight.

99% 
Accuracy

Benefits
Protect your customers and employees by minimizing contact
Remote dispatching program

Make the operation efficient and increase your profits

Delivery of purchases or donations

This is the perfect opportunity for you to provide them with 
comprehensive and safe solutions that comply with the health and 
biosafety protocols proposed for the mitigation of COVID-19.

CubiQ (Camera)
1 3D camera perfectly 
calibrated. 

Processing
3 processing units.

Savings on point of sale investment

Goods returns (reverse logistics)

Sending packages with allied conveyors
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